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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

This chapter presents the conclusion and suggestion based on 

finding and discussion of the data analysis 

A. CONCLUSION 

Those are the results of research that the authors do from analysis 

of the word homonym in corona virus news in a busnis column in the 

Jakarta Post. The author takes several homonymous expressions that are in 

news of the corona virus in the Jakarta Post business column. As follows: 

homonym expression experienced in the language as there is the affixation 

process, new words that enter Indonesian, exist shorted processes and 

acronyms and there is an indication of the language Besides, it is in the 

language because it is there conceptual meaning, social meaning, affective 

meaning, simple words choose usage in sentences, different spelling. The 

writer conclusion implicity as follows: 

1. There are 30 homonymy word found in Corona Virus news of 

Business column of the Jakarta Post some of them are base, 

leave,still,course, Bank, March,lead,line,even,close, list, and many 

more. 

2. The interpretation of the meaning of homonymy meaning are varied, 

for example, in Datum 1, word “base” as “ basic” or “greedy”. 

3. The most homonymy words appeared in Corona Virus news of 
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Business column of the Jakarta Post are word “Post”, “March”, “will”. 

“Post” word appeared 37 times, “March” word appeared 34 times, and 

“will” word appeared 30 times. 

4. Language has spesial step ans the steps are effect as the needs of 

humanss to communication 

5. Language have had the complete rules in every element of the 

language. 

6. The meaning of language, which has a language sub-field, namely 

semantics 

7. Meaning fields have the wide and various reaches and it is usually 

divided into several kinds of meaning. 

8. Due to the meaning in language has so various reacher, it can cause the 

ambiguity meaning. 

 

B. SUGGESTION 

Based on the problem statements and afler having analysis, the 

researcher suggests for: 

Newspapers' readers, homonymy words is one of the problems for 

the readers in reading and understanding the articles of the newspaper. 

They may he confused about the interpretation of the ambiguous words of 

homonymy in sentences. To figure out the right interpretation and the 

exact meaning, they should understand the topic of the articles and the 

context of situation besides reading the whole paragraph. 
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the Students, For the students who study Semantic, in the case of 

ambiguity of homonymy, they can take this thesis as a reference. "They 

can know the causal lactors amibiguty af homonyımy but they also have to 

knov how to interpret the hemonyny. 

Other Reseachers, For the other rescarcher, they can also lake th 

rescarch as a reference for turther research in the case of ambiguity in tl 

homonymy. They may sombine and develop the research with ma 

interdisciplinary studies. 


